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Bummer! World War III happened and killed most of the world’s population. The ones that got toasted were the lucky ones.
Survivors live in constant fear of being murde 5d3b920ae0
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I really didnt like this game. stupid warning noise gives me a headache, the controls are so basic and garbage u will get no
enjoyment at all. you are basically fighting off waves of enemies trying to destroy a town in a fallout like world. but its just
stupid and u only have 1 attack that can be upgraded so I guess its kinda like an atari game with headache inducing controls..
Fun little game, forgetable, but good as long as it lasts.. Damn straight! Talk about hell on earth - a Wasteland stinking of
burning rubber and toxic smog, where the average lifespan is shorter than the time it takes to beg for water. Interesting, as short
as the time dedicatedd to this game? PROS + interesting idea + comic cutscenes + TPS and FPS mode + arcade-style funny
shooting CONS - terrible problems with resolution - game freezing in different moments - Wasteland ok, but too poor maps -
boring story building (day, night, boss, bonus, day, nigh.) - specific car control Subjective rate: D (if you like on/off game after
one finished map). I was expecting something fun for a buck but instead got a broken game.. A blast from the past! Decent
control, If you have a coupon for this game then buy it but I would not recommend paying full price for it.. couldn't get past the
first boss because it mysteriously vanished never to be seen again halfway through fighting it, leaving me fighting regular
enemies until i got bored and quit. also, the specs are absurdly high for a top-down shooter.
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